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ABSTRACT Wireless recharging by autonomous power delivery vehicles is an attractive maintenance
solution for Internet of Things devices. Improving the operating efficiency of power delivery vehicles is
challenging due to complex dynamic environments and the need to solve difficult optimization problems
to determine the best combination of routes, number of vehicles, and numerous safety thresholds prior to
deployment. The optimal recharge scheduling problem considers minimizing discharged energy of drones
while maximizing devices’ recharged energy. In this paper, a configurable optimal recharge scheduler is
proposed that incorporates several evolutionary and clustering approaches. A modified version of the Black
Hole algorithm is presented, which is shown to execute on average 35% faster than the state of the art genetic
approach, while delivering comparable performance in simulation across 18 scenarios with varying area and
density of sensor nodes deployed under different initialization scenarios.

INDEX TERMS Wireless rechargeable sensor network, heuristic algorithms, recharge scheduling, dynamic
scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Energy management continues to be problematic in many
IoT application scenarios. Efforts to harvest energy from
solar [1], thermal [2], mechanically vibrating [3] and other
sources to supply power to devices are regularly reported [4].
Energy harvesting, however, is often environmentally con-
strained, meaning flexibility and reliability cannot be guar-
anteed [5]. The idea of wireless charging of sensors to pro-
long lifetime has been discussed for some time [4], [6], [7].
A growing number of studies demonstrate the feasibility
of extending this to interactions between Power Delivery
Vehicles (PDV) and wireless rechargeable devices. In [8],
Mitcheson et al. discussed Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-
based Inductive Power Transfer (IPT) and data collection
over IEEE 802.15.4, which can achieve IPT link efficiency
of 90%. Qin et al. proposed a bespoke communication pro-
tocol in support of wireless power transfer and data collec-
tion using UAVs [9], and Polonelli et al. proposed using
ultra-wideband (UWB) to improve localization accuracy and
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throughput [10]. Although the potential of UAV-based wire-
less charging and data collection solutions are developing,
drone positioning and flight path planning remain unre-
solved. Concerning Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Networks
(WRSNs), Zorbas et al. introduced the Optimal Drone Posi-
tioning problem for long-range, RF wireless recharging [11].
The main objective is to find optimal PDV positions and
minimize nodes’ energy consumption. The number of cov-
ered sensor nodes (SN) may vary as PDV altitude changes.
Solutions were proposed by transforming the Optimal Drone
Positioning problem to set-cover problem, or applying the
Drone Positioning Heuristic (DPH) algorithm. Cheng et al.
convert this process to a Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)
with multiple PDVs [12]. The computational complex-
ity of TSP is known as NP-hard, but some heuristic
algorithms can approximate optimal solutions with fast
convergence.

In [12], a GAwas used to schedule multiple PDVs recharg-
ing routes and simulation results indicated that 96% could
be charged in a heavy traffic network. There are, how-
ever, limitations of the simulated system model in [12].
Perfect recharging efficiency was assumed, for example,
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FIGURE 1. Two-stage power distribution system [13].

and energy consumption from propulsion of the PDV was
ignored. To consider a more practical scenario, the process
of IPT should be simulated, as well as energy losses dur-
ing recharging time and flight time. In addition to the sys-
tem model, the recharging strategy can also be improved.
In [13], Boyle et al. proposed a two-stage power distribution
approach, which delivers energy to a cluster composed of
one Centre Node (CN) and several End Nodes (EN) by IPT
and acoustic power transfer (APT), respectively (Fig. 1).
Based on the two-stage approach, Pandiyan et al. proposed
a novel genetic clustering algorithm that redefines the opti-
mization objective as maximizing recharged energy and min-
imizing PDV flight distance [14]. According to simulation
results, the two-stage approach effectively reduces PDV
visit frequency and increases throughput (the percentage of
recharged sensors with respect to all charge requests) in dense
networks.

Other popular optimization algorithms are applicable to
this problem. From [15], Black Hole (BH) is proven to have
good accuracy in finding the optimal solution, although it
requires some modification for our purposes (Section III-
B). Simulated Annealing, proposed by Kirkpatrick [16], can
obtain good-quality results in solving TSP, with computation
that scales as N (or a small power of N ), where N repre-
sents the number of cities to visit. Adewole et al. compared
the performance of SA and GA, and concluded that each
algorithm has advantages in solving classic TSPs [17]. Some
researchers have combined algorithms to improve perfor-
mance. In [18], Chen et al. integrate a key idea from the
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (i.e. to obtain cost
function values from the planning space to update ‘pollu-
tion’ (initial solutions) of particles) and Mutation of GA to
solve a 3D UAV optimal path planning problem. The mod-
ified algorithm performs better than basic GA in terms of
final solution accuracy and convergence speed. Also inspired
by [19], Soto et al. encode each element in the solution with
a binary number to solve a set-cover problem. The objective,
however, is to schedule flight paths between all requested
sensor nodes. The sub-path cannot be encoded by binary

FIGURE 2. Architecture of code design.

numbers because all nodes should be visited (i.e., all elements
in the solution will be ‘1’). Though binary encoding cannot
solve the problem, solutions encoded by sensor node index
can be applied for Euclidean distance calculation (Section III)
in classic BH.

The contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:
• This paper presents a new scheduler for optimal mis-
sion planning where unmanned aerial vehicles are used
as autonomous power delivery vehicles for recharging
wireless sensor devices.

• A detailed comparative analysis of three evolution-
ary optimization approaches, including the state-of-art
Genetic clustering approach in [14]) and a modified
implementation of the Black Hole algorithm, is pre-
sented. Eighteen deployment scenarios under random-
ized and clustered initialization processes with varied
area and density of sensor node deployments were
examined. The results show that the modified Black
Hole algorithm executes ∼35% faster than the Genetic
approach, and yields comparable or better efficacy in
most large scale scenarios.

• The results and software implementation of the optimal
scheduler is made openly available to the community in
an associated GitHub repository.1

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section summarises the system model, PDV recharging
process and PDVflight simulation. The system architecture is
shown in Fig. 2. The logic of each algorithm is also explained
in this section.

1https://github.com/bluesquinn777/Optimal_Drone_Recharging_
Scheduling
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TABLE 1. DJI matrice 100 specifications [20].

TABLE 2. Sensor node specifications [21] - [22].

A. SYSTEM MODEL
The deployment scenario considered is developed around
smart agriculture. Farm land is assumed to be square, incor-
porating a single Base Station (BS), NPDV PDV(s) and NSN
randomly deployed Sensor Nodes. This study models the DJI
Matrice 100 (M100) quadcopter as PDV prototype (Tab. 1) to
ensure fair comparison with recent related studies, like [10]
and [14]. Temperature (LMT84) and pressure (NPA300)
sensors are used for simulation, with specifications listed in
Tab. 2.NPDV is initialized to 1, with BS located at origin (0, 0).
Data is collected for the duration of time since the previous
recharging iteration, including the following:
• DATASN (of each SN):

- Position PSN
- Sensor type
- Current voltage Vcur
- Corresponding weightW ( VcurVmax

)
• DATAPDV (of each PDV):

- Position PPDV
- Flight distance dPDV
- Flight time tPDV
- Remain energy EPDV

Before each recharging cycle, PDV status will be reset (i.e.
EPDV = Emax

PDV, dPDV = 0 and tPDV = 0). After calculating
the flight path, the PDV will take off from the BS following
the Shortest-Job-Next (SJN; nearest neighbour in its flight
path plan vrec, more later) strategy to recharge the nodes.
When completed, Return-To-Home (RTH) instruction will be

executed, which means the PDV will return to the BS imme-
diately, update DATASN of visited SNs and reset DATAPDV.
Moreover, before flying to next sensor node, the EPDV is
required to have sufficient energy to charge remaining nodes
and return to home. Thus, a PDV may implement RTH at any
time if EPDV cannot meet this condition.

B. RECHARGE WIRELESS SENSOR NODES
IPT is assumed to only occur at center nodes whose current
voltage Vcur is less than its minimum voltage Vmin. When a
PDV is approaching aGPS coordinate, accuracy of only 2.5m
is guaranteed [20]. According to [8], when implementing IPT
with two mid-size (20 cm diameter) coils, if the distance
between them is longer than 2 m, the link efficiency will
be reduced to 30%. Thus, to account imperfect coupling in
the real world, link efficiency ηIPT is set to 50%. A received
energy ‘packet’ can then be calculated as follows:

EIPT =
1
2
C(V 2

max − V
2
cur) · ηIPT (1)

APT is performed after IPT. All adjacent nodes (i.e. ENs)
within acoustic wave propagation range (d ≤ 0.7 m) will be
assigned to the same cluster, excluding nodes whose distance
is less than far field distance (0.215 m) (to avoid near field
interference). In [13], acoustic power distribution using a
47.5 kHz signal (with 0.1% corresponding efficiency ηaco)
was demonstrated. Obtained from the experimental data [23],
the received energy ‘packet’ from node m to n can be calcu-
lated as follows:

EAPT = η2pie · ηac_dc · exp(−(2π f )
ηaco · dmn · αmat) · Esend,

(2)

where ηpie is the coupling efficiency of the piezoelectric
transducer, which needs to be multiplied twice from trans-
mitter to receiver. ηac_dc is the efficiency of a Schottky bridge
rectifier. αmat is the coefficient to calculate the acoustic
channel loss co-efficient g(f , d). Finally, considering energy
consumption 1ESN and storage leakage factor µ, the energy
of CN and EN storage capacitor (ESC) can be updated as
follows:

ESC = {
(Ecur + EIPT −

Esend
ηpie
−1ESN) · µ , for CN

(Ecur + EAPT −1ESN) · µ , for SN
(3)

In [14], the boundary conditions (BC) are described as:

BC =


Tm,n > 0
ESC > Tm,n > Rn,m
Tm,n + Esensor > ESC

(4)

where Tm,n represents the energy transmitted from node m to
n, Rn,m is the energy received from node n to m, and Esensor
stands for the utilized energy of the sensor node [14].
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Algorithm 1 Flight Simulation Process of Single PDV
Input: vrec; Initial DATASN

1: repeat
2: Calculate distances between PDV and SNs in vrec
3: Find the index of the shortest distance
4: Calculate IPT, approaching and RTH energy and time
5: if Erth + EIPT + Eapp + 0.1 · Emax

PDV ≥ EPDV then
6: PDV executes RTH
7: return Updated DATASN
8: end if
9: Update PPDV, dPDV,EPDV and tPDV

10: Update Vcur and ESC of CN and EN
11: Remove the PSN from vrec
12: until vrec is empty
13: PDV executes RTH
14: return Updated DATASN

C. PDV FLIGHT SIMULATION
The BS pre-computes (i.e. SN clustering and sub-path assign-
ment) setting the minimum requiredNPDV and corresponding
flight path plans vrec (vector of SNs to be recharged for single
PDV). Starting from BS, the flight strategy follows SJN,
which always selects the nearest neighbour in vrec. The PDV
approaching energy cost is Eapp. SN energy consumption
1ESN (caused by sensing, idle time and communication) will
be updated after the recharging cycle (i.e. all PDVs return to
BS) (Alg. 1). All PDVs are assumed to perform recharging
simultaneously and WRSN energy consumption details are
updated once the final PDV arrives at the BS.

III. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
According to [12], initial solutions generated by different
strategies (random initialization, clustering, or SJN) have
different degrees of impact on final results. Random Ini-
tialization (RI) and Clustering Initialization (CI) strategies
are adopted in this work for comparison. RI computes the
minimum required PDV number NPDV and randomly assigns
nodes within a fixed range to a cluster. In Alg. 2, NPDV is
calculated through repeated execution of single PDV flight
simulation until all sensor nodes in Vrec are visited. Accord-
ing to NPDV and the number of SNs to be recharged Nrec,
the vector of all SNs to be recharged Vrec can be equally
divided into a three-dimensional sub vector vrec with size
{population number (Npop)×PDV number (NPDV)× sub-path
length (Nsp)}. For situations where Nrec is not divisible by
NPDV, remainders will be added to the last sub vector.

CI applies K-Means clustering to generate a certain num-
ber of initial solutions by randomly placing initial mean
points. Those initial solutions fed forward for further opti-
mization. To compare performance between algorithms, total
recharged energy 1Erec and energy cost 1EPDV are used
as the evaluation criteria. Because these parameters have
different scales and units, scale constraints and the tanh
activation function are applied to make them dimensionless.

Total recharged energy and energy consumption are calcu-
lated, respectively, as:

1Enorm
rec =

∑
ECN
rec +

∑
EEN
rec∑

{ECN
rec }max +

∑
{EEN

rec }max
(5)

1Enorm
PDV =

Emax
PDV − E

RTH
PDV

Emax
PDV

(6)

where {ECN
rec }max represents the energy needed to charge the

CN from Vmin to Vmax, and ERTH
PDV is the remaining PDV

energy after it executes RTH. The fitness metric (M ) is cal-
culated as:

M =


α · tanh(Enorm

rec )
+ β · (1− tanh(1Enorm

PDV )) if PDV can finish

−1000 otherwise,

(7)

where α, β are weight constants. HereM is forced to -1000 if
the PDV cannot complete its vrec (e.g., all algorithms cannot
have a 100% throughput in the case of 9 km2 area size and
1500 sensor nodes - Section IV). This makes fitness selection
easier to distinguish.

A. GENETIC ALGORITHM
Classical GA takes chromosome evolution as its model. Sev-
eral chromosomes (possible solutions) are initialized in a
population with size Npop, which forms a target vector. In the
next step, Crossover randomly selects two target vectors
from the same population to generate a trial vector through
randomly exchanging their elements. Sequentially, Mutation

Algorithm 2 Random Initialization Process
Input: Initial DATASN; Npop
1: Initialize Vrec = {PSN1 , . . . ,PSNNrec

} and vrec = {}
2: Execute Alg.1. with Input: {Vrec; DATASN}
3: repeat Alg.1 with Input: { Updated Vrec; DATASN}
4: if {line7 of Alg.1.} is true then
5: NPDV← NPDV + 1
6: Reset DATAPDV and goto {line3 of Alg. 2}
7: else
8: Remove PSN from Vrec
9: end if
10: until Vrec is empty
11: Reset DATAPDV and calculate Nsp = n/NPDV
12: for i ∈ [1,Npop] do
13: for j ∈ [1,NPDV] do
14: for k ∈ [1,Nsp] do
15: Calculate distances between PPDVj and PSNk

16: Push random m-th nearest (PSN)m to vrec[i][j][k]
17: Remove that PSN from Vrec and update PPDVj

18: end for
19: end for
20: end for
21: return NPDV; All initial solutions vrec
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Algorithm 3Modified Genetic Algorithm
Input: Initial DATASN; Ngen; Npop; NPDV; vrec; Rcros; α; β

1: Calculate initial solutions of all PDVs vrec and theirM

2: repeat

3: for i ∈ [1,Npop] do F Crossover & Mutation

4: for j ∈ [1,NPDV] do

5: Get trail vector tvrec[i][j][all] = vrec[rand][j][all]

6: foreach PSNk ∈ tvrec[i][j][all] do

7: if rand[1, 100] ≥ Rcros then

8: Swap randomm-th nearest (PSN)m and PSNk

9: end if

10: end for

11: CalculateM of tvrec[i][j][all]

12: end for

13: CalculateMsum of tvrec[i][all][all] & vrec[i][all][all]

14: ifMsum of tvrec ≥ Msum of vrec then

15: Update vrec[i][all][all]← tvrec and Msum

16: end if

17: end for

18: until Ngen reached

19: return The solution of all PDVs with maximumMsum

stage randomly changes elements in the trial vector. Perform-
ing Crossover and Mutation, however, disrupts sub-paths of
other PDVs because the objective is to recharge all SNs,
themutated SNwill be one SN in another sub path. Therefore,
Alg. 3 finds a m-th nearest node (m is a random integer).
Then, two SNs can be swapped to complete Crossover and
Mutation. Note that a variable named crossover ratio Rcros
defines the possibility to execute Crossover and Mutation.
Selection compares the fitness metric of target and trial
vectors. Candidates with higher metric will survive for the
next generation. Over Ngen generations, GA can find an near
optimum solution (with the highest fitness metric).

B. BLACK HOLE ALGORITHM
Classic BH takes the process of a black hole engulfing stars
as its model. Similar as GA, several stars (solutions) are
initialized untilNpop. The star with the highestM will be set as
‘black hole’ (bh) which will be the optimal solution. In each
generation, other stars will be attracted to the bh. Similar to
Rcros in GA, BH uses the Attraction ratio Rattr that defines the
possibility to execute Attraction. Displacement between star
solution vector vstar and bh solution vector vbh at index i can
be updated as:

d[i] = rand(0, 1] · (vbh[i]− vstar[i]), (8)

where vbh[i] − vstar[i] is the Euclidean distance. However,
each candidate element is obtained from requested SNs with
fixed coordinates in the TSP. The calculated d[i] may not

match exactly to a sensor node in the charging list. Thus,
we applied an idea from Mutation, which approximates the
updated element to one PSN in Vrec (i.e., best match of
d[i]). In a dynamic system, Mutation will add a randomness
level, and thus increase the possibility to find global maxima.
After one iteration, if any solution has a higher M , the pre-
vious bh will be replaced. The bound Rbh can be calculated
according to its fitness metricMbh as:

Rbh =
Mbh∑Npop
i=1 Mi

. (9)

Rbh is used as a reference compared with a random number
within (0, 1]. The candidates that generates random number
≤ Rbh are removed. To avoid changing population size, ran-
domly initialized stars are generated until population number
equals to Npop.

C. SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM
Simulated Annealing is inspired by the heating and cooling
(at a specified rate) process of metal annealing. In this algo-
rithm, the new solution (trial vector) is generated through
a random swap between two sensor nodes in Vrec. Unlike
the traditional Hill Climbing method, Simulated Annealing
offers the possibility to accept trial vectors with out of bound
fitness metric. This possibility is proportional to current

Algorithm 4Modified Black Hole Algorithm
Input: Initial DATASN; Ngen; Npop; NPDV; vrec; Rattr; α; β

1: Calculate initial solutions of all PDVs vrec and theirM

2: Find bh index with maximumM

3: repeat

4: for i ∈ [1, Npop] do

5: for j ∈ [1, NPDV] do

6: for k ∈ [1, Nsp] do

7: Calculate displacement dk as radius

8: Find best match PSN, swap PSN and PSNk

9: end for

10: Re-calculateM of new vrec
11: end for

12: Re-calculateMsum of all PDVs

13: end for

14: Update bh and calculate Rbh
15: for i ∈ [1, Npop] do

16: if Msum[i]∑Npop
i=1 Msum[i]

≤ Rbh then

17: Randomly initialize a new vrec[i][all][all]

18: end if

19: end for

20: until Ngen reached

21: return The solution of all PDVs with maximumMsum
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‘temperature’ Tcur, which gradually reduces by multiplying
a cooling rate factor Rcool ∈ (0, 1) (normally close to 1) and
fitness metric difference 1M (Alg. 5).

Algorithm 5Modified Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Input: Initial DATASN; Npop; vrec; NPDV; Rcool; α; β
1: Calculate initial solutions of all PDVs vrec and theirM
2: for i ∈ [1,Npop] do
3: repeat
4: for j ∈ [1,NPDV] do
5: Initialize tvrec[i][j][all] with random swaps
6: Calculate M of tvrec[i][j][all]
7: end for
8: CalculateMsum of tvrec[i][all][all]
9: if Msum[i] of tvrec ≥ Msum[i] of vrec then

10: Update vrec[i]← tvrec[i] and newMsum[i]
11: else if exp(1Msum

T ) > rand[0, 1) then
12: Update vrec[i]← tvrec[i] and newMsum[i]
13: end if
14: Update Tcur← Rcool · Tcur
15: until Tcur ≤ Tmin

16: end for
17: return The solution of all PDVs with maximumMsum

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section gives the results of a comprehensive simulation
study of the proposed algorithms. The binary code was run
on an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.60 GHz with 8 GB RAM.
Moreover, functionalities of the system model and optimiza-
tion algorithms are verified through Microsoft Unit Test.
Additional details are available in the associated GitHub
repository1. When evaluating the algorithm performance,
we consider following attributes.
• Discharged Energy1Edis [Wh]: Energy cost of PDVs.
• Recharged Energy 1Erec [J]: Recharged energy of
SNs.

• Energy Conversion Rate R [%]: Percentage of energy
used by the PDV for recharging nodes.

• Throughput ηthr [%]: Percentage of recharged SNs
recharged to the number of all SNs requesting recharge.

• Execution Time [s]: Execution time of an algorithm.
The scale of the network depends on the number of SNs

(NSN) and square area (Ssqu). Initial attributes of SNs (i.e.
coordinates, sensor types and voltages) are generated by
sampling data from a uniform distribution, i.e. any value
within the range is drawn with the same probability. All pre-
sented results were executed 20 times and averaged. Accord-
ing to [14], the throughput can only achieve ∼10% when
Ssqu ≥ 20 km2. Thus, we designed two scenarios for eval-
uation:
• Small Scale Network (SSN):
NSN ∈ {500, 1000, 1500} & Ssqu ∈ {100, 400, 900} m2

TABLE 3. Algorithm hyperparameters.

• Large Scale Network (LSN):
NSN ∈ {500, 1000, 1500} & Ssqu ∈ {1, 4, 9} km2

A. PARAMETER SETTINGS OF OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS
GA, BH and SA employ different principles and hence the
different parameters set are summarized in Table. 3. Both
Npop and Ngen of GA and BH are set to 50. Because Rcros
and Rattr reflect the frequency of target node change, we set
a binary probability (50%) for moderate randomness. Con-
sidering that the execution time of SA can be unnecessarily
long for large population sizes, however, we set its Npop to
25, Tinit to 1000, Tmin to 0.005 and Rcool to 0.94. Moreover,
to keep same fitness calculation metric, we set α to 80% and
β to 20% in all algorithms.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS WITH DIFFERENT
INITIALIZATION STRATEGIES
This work uses the K-Means clustering method (from the
Scikit-learn library [24]) and SJN strategy in flight simulation
as the baseline. Tab. 4 and Tab. 5 in the appendix summarize
the results of using the CI and RI strategies. The red box
around the algorithm name denotes best averaged perfor-
mance.

1) CI SUMMARY
From Fig. 3, BH and GA show similar performance in both
SSN and LSN. The difference is that GA tends to be stable
in all while. However, BH converges efficiently only when
the PDVs yield 100% throughput. Notwithstanding, as seen
for case 17, BH may yield poor results when some deployed
PDVs cannot does not yield 100% throughput.

2) RI SUMMARY
AlthoughRI andCI only provide different initializationmeth-
ods, the final solutions using CI shows better performance
than that of RI. This is because the initialization perfor-
mance depends on the optimization objective. For example,
RI will perform better if the objective changes to optimize
the flight path of a single PDV over a large number of
nodes (Section C). In this work, however, KM converges to a
solutionwith less energy cost andmore recharged energy than
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of total PDV discharged energy and total recharged energy in 18 cases (by CI) with 20-execution results.

the evolutionary algorithms (with RI applied). For this reason,
KM results are used as a baseline for performance analysis
of the other algorithms. A detailed comparison between BH,
GA and SA is provided in Tab. 4. For most cases in SSN,
the total recharged energy is similar because the PDVs are
devised with enough resource to recharge the network effec-
tively. It is also noticable that With increasing number of
sensor nodes (like in case 1, 4 and 7) the averaged throughput
decreases. Similarly, as the area size grows, so does the
number of PDVs required. This situation is more distinct
in LSN (Appendix Tab. 5), where PDVs are less likely to
complete their flight path cycle. In all, GA shows good
performance for both SSN and LSN. BH has a slight advan-
tage in cases 5 - 8, but tends to behave similarly to GA in
many cases.

C. SINGLE PDV PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the fitness metric evaluation, if the PDV cannot com-
plete its sub-path, the evaluated metric will be set to −1000.
Because only the sum of all sub-path metrics will be com-
pared, the sub-paths with −1000 metric could numerically
miscalculate the sum ofmetrics making it difficult to compare
out-of-bound sub-path solutions. For example, BH, GA and
SA are comparing the optimization level of PDV0 to PDV4 or
PDV0 to PDV3 in RI. Thus, this study defines the Energy
Conversion Rate Rconv by:

Rconv =
1Erec

3600 ·1Edis
· 100% (10)

Note that the unit of recharged energy is J while unit
of discharged energy is Wh. Thus Rconv value should be
divided by 3600 to keep percentage form. Considering it
is not meaningful to compare Rconv for PDVs with low
throughput, we have selected PDV0 and PDV1 as they
predominantly yield 100% ηthr in most cases. Fig. 4 includes
the minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile and
maximum. In RI, PDVs will be assigned from near to far
sensor nodes, which means PDV0 has the path with the
shortest flight distance. For PDV0, BH shows a relative-high

FIGURE 4. Energy conversion rate comparison with RI.

FIGURE 5. Energy conversion rate comparison with CI.

interval between Lower and Upper quartile, which indi-
cates BH have a good ability to optimize the solution.
But from Fig. 5, the differences between initial solutions
are small. The intervals between lower and upper quartile
are close.
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FIGURE 6. Average execution time comparison of 18 cases.

D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHMS
In all algorithms, 3-dimensional vectors were used for record-
ing the solutions. Thus the space complexity should be
O(Npop · NPDV · Nsp), where NPDV · Nsp = Nrec. We consider
the worst case when evaluating the time complexity. For GA,
it takes Npop · (NPDV · Nsp)2 iterations to execute Crossover,
andNsp ·NSN iterations to execute fitness function. Therefore,
the time complexity of GA should be O(Ngen · Npop · NPDV ·

Nsp · NSN). In BH, performing Attraction takes NPDV · N 2
sp

iterations. Since BH has the same fitness function with GA,
the time complexity should beO(Ngen ·Npop ·Npdv ·Nsp ·NSN)
as well. The simulation study demonstrates that BH is faster
in execution than GA (Fig. 6), as executing Attraction is
faster than Crossover. The modified BH yields, on average,
a 35% execution time improvement over GA. It is, of course,
unhelpful to compare the time complexity of SA with that of
GA and BH. Note that timing begins after initialization and
finishes once the optimal solution is obtained.

E. THE IMPACT OF ASSIGNED PDV NUMBER
Cases 5 and 7 initialized by RI intrigued further examination
due to its low average throughput. Assigned PDV number
is tested with increasing integers (3 to 8). From Fig. 7,
it is clear that the ηthr increases with the number of PDV,
resulting a improved recharging task with added PDVs (as
stated in [14]). But considering economic cost, arranging
optimized PDV number for specific scenario can lead to an
acceptable solution. This means if there are uncharged nodes
and the deployed PDVs are assigned to ∼100% throughput
task, another PDV should be added. For example, in case 7,
higher recharging efficiency can be achieved with 7. But the
average throughput reaches ∼100% when adopting 6 PDVs
in case 5, which is the optimised outcome with balanced
throughput and recharge costs.

F. SUMMARY
It follows that calculated results and subsequent system
performance are critically affected by initial solutions.

FIGURE 7. Simulation results of case 5 and 7 with different number of
PDVs.

An appropriate initialization method is therefore important
when applying such optimization algorithms. Moreover, BH,
GA, and SA exhibit distinct advantages for different scenar-
ios. In essence, SA exhibits deeper searching ability than
other two algorithms. However, SA only executes single ran-
dom swap between two near nodes in each iteration. Such
local searching is not effective, as explained by its poor per-
formance in LSN tests. BH and GA, on the contrary, demon-
strate good performance under LSN scenarios. Reasons are
likely to include:

• Appropriate initial solutions and evolution strategy
• Requirement-oriented uniform fitness function
• Good maxima value searching ability

GA and BH show similar performance in most cases given
that they share similar searching methods. The computa-
tional cost of Crossover and Mutation stage in GA is, how-
ever, larger than BH’s Attraction stage, resulting in BH
being more efficient in scenarios with large data. It is
worth mentioning that BH can find better solutions than
GA because BH has better global search capability. Cur-
rent fitness function design, however, ignores sub-solutions
without 100% ηthr, which leads to undervalue BH results in
LSN (or using initialization methods with high degrees of
randomness).

V. LIMITATIONS
The system model can be improved further to simulate more
realistic scenarios. For instance, the localisation of the PDV
was assumed in close range (∼1 m) with the coordinate of
the SNs, therefore an IPT link efficiency of 50% was used.
UWB positioning may improve localisation accuracy to less
than 1 m [10]. In [25], Hu et al. provide another example
that accurately adjusts distance of outdoor vehicles to 10 cm.
Recharge efficiency, therefore, could be more optimistically
modelled by incorporating better localization techniques. The
DJI M100 modeled in this work has already been improved
upon (e.g. DJI M300 RTK), and therefore better performance
results are achievable. Moreover, extending the simulation
into three-dimensional space can improve accuracy in the
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FIGURE 8. Full flight paths of algorithms (Case 3: Ssqu = 9 km2 & NSN = 500).

FIGURE 9. Full flight paths of algorithms (Case 6: Ssqu = 9 km2 & NSN = 1000).

FIGURE 10. Full flight paths of algorithms (Case 9: Ssqu = 9 km2 & NSN = 1500).

calculation of energy change. Additional parameters (e.g.,
altitude in Geographic Information System) should be con-
sidered when performing IPT and flight simulation. In the 3D
space, with consideration of latitude, longitude, and altitude,
calculation of the angle between UAV and the SN is needed
to figure out the impact on IPT efficiency. The current model
uses Li-Ion batteries which have a added weight to the drone.
the PDV can be changed to other energy storage device (e.g.,
SC and Li-ion battery hybrid systems [26], [27]) to enhance
the energy density and power density simultaneously. This
would lead to different charge/discharge patterns, and is wor-
thy of further investigation. In addition to the system model,
the number of BS and their ad hoc deployment can be studied.

In some specific SN deployments, flight distances of PDVs
can be significantly reduced with linearly deployed BSs (e.g.,
PDV starts from BS0 and finishes at BSn). Integration of
weather information together with GIS parameters will be
particularly important as wind direction, speed and specifics
in certain environments (e.g. urban canyons) will impact
throughput for UAV types.

Although all algorithms are integrated as an ensemble
system with user-defined parameter inputs, users cannot yet
directly check result visualization via the control console; this
is work in progress, as is connecting an online database to
the platform. This work demonstrates and compares feasible
solutions between evolutionary algorithms, but would benefit
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TABLE 4. Summary of small-scale network and large-scale network (random initialization).

from further comparison against solutions found using com-
mercial solvers in future.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes a fast and reliable tool to solve
UAV-based WRSN optimal recharging scheduling prob-
lems, based on the two-stage power distribution system.
The optimization objective is to maximize recharged energy
and minimize PDV energy cost. Three typical evolution-
ary algorithms (Genetic, Black Hole and Simulated Anneal-
ing) were implemented and analysed for the same model.
The study simulated the recharge scheduling of drones in
WRSN under relatively ideal environments (no external
interference, two-dimensional space). Through these tests,
we found BH presents good global search capability, while
GA behaves steadily in most cases. It is shown that SA
can generate meaningful solutions in small-scale networks,
but SA is sub-optimal in most cases that may be attributed

to low-efficiency local searching and mismatched random-
ness level adjustment. A companion GUI is under devel-
opment to help users choose and tune algorithms, and will
be linked with a mapping API to visualize critical data of
all sensor nodes and PDVs including flight paths and node
positioning. A key area for future development, as discussed
in VI, is enhancing the optimal scheduler by incorporating
3D GIS data and weather information. Exploring scenarios
incorporating multiple, coordinated base stations with UAVs
with bi-directional charging capability, along with real-time
linking with on-board flight controllers would significantly
contribute to UAV rechargeable networks.

VII. APPENDIX
The flight path visualization with RI can be seen as
Fig. 8, 9 and 10. Data summary of all simulations is shown
as Tab. 4, and 5. The algorithms with best performance are
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TABLE 5. Summary of small-scale network and large-scale network (clustering initialization).

shown in red. Note that in Tab. 4, KM results are only used as
a baseline analysis, which is not included in the comparison.
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